Understanding Your Mission Objectives

Federal agencies are faced with multiple and, often times, complex IT initiatives. With everything from securing their networks against highly sophisticated cyber attacks, maintaining and managing distributed network infrastructures, and migrating various systems and applications—many of which are legacy—to the cloud, these tasks can be overwhelming at best. Lack of resources and budgets can compound these challenges making them nearly impossible to complete. Fortunately, they have an expert—Copper River IT in their corner.

From cyber security to cloud adoption, data center, and network modernization solutions, we provide a team of elite architects to design the right technology solutions, at the right cost, unique to your agency’s needs. Our competitive advantage lies in the investments we make in developing our team of highly certified engineering and in our partnerships with today’s industry leading manufacturers to ensure your IT infrastructure is secure, flexible, and agile. With elite-level partnerships, experience, and expertise, Copper River IT supports your mission objectives.
Company Overview
Since our inception, Copper River Information Technology continues to transform the way our clients do business. As a Federally Recognized Alaskan Tribal Disadvantaged Business, owned by the Native Village of Eyak (NVE), we deliver high-performance IT solutions and services based on our unique advantage of holding elite-level partnerships with today’s most innovative technology manufacturers. We combine these impressive product portfolios with our extraordinary engineering, design and professional services expertise to craft a complete, end-to-end technology solution unique to our clients’ needs. Some of the innovative solutions and services we offer enable Cyber Security, Data Center & Cloud Architectures, Enterprise Networks and Mobility.

At a Glance
- Federally Recognized, Alaskan Tribally Owned Disadvantaged Business
- Founded in 2006
- ISO 9001:2008 Certified
- SBA 8(a) Graduate | 2015

Contract Roster
- Federal Vehicles
  - NASA SEWP V (Prime Group C&D)
  - Navy SPAWAR
- State, Local & Education Vehicles
  - Maryland Education Enterprise Consortium (MEEC)
  - State of Tennessee MBE
  - State of Wisconsin MBE
  - Virginia Information Technologies Agency (VITA)

Learn More Today
Contact Sales@CopperRiverIT.com or 703.234.9000 for more information.

Ability to Provide Products & Services
As Federally Recognized Alaskan Tribal Disadvantaged Business, Copper River understands the challenges that many federal agencies are facing today. As a premier provider of IT services and solutions for Government clients in Defense, Intelligence, and Civilian agencies, our offerings expand, strengthen, and support national security strategy and policy, intelligence programs, counterterrorism efforts, and information assurance initiatives. Copper River provides industry-leading, cost effective, vendor agnostic solutions with the highest level of support and service available. Key OEM relationships include:

- Aruba Networks
- Dell EMC
- Juniper Networks
- Palo Alto Networks

Copper River maintains a diverse and growing engineering services team able to meet federal Government small business subcontracting requirements. Many of our employees maintain federal security clearances to meet the requirements of the DoD, Intelligence Community, and related classified Civilian Agency services. By providing the procuring agency the confidence that we do not have an agenda to position a single OEM solution and we have the expertise to provide associated services, Copper River can offer an appropriate, cost-effective solution with the value-add of designing, configuring, installing, staffing and supporting the solution.

Trust by many government agencies, Copper River delivers complete, turn-key technology solutions that deliver maximum results in both classified and unclassified environments world-wide.